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17 Ways are proud to be resellers of VCE’s next generation Data Centre solutions.
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The traditional Data Centre environment is both critical and complicated. A dangerous mix.

The infrastructure teams within corporates have to work with many different systems 
from different vendors and get them to work together.

The initial integration can be difficult and time consuming and even once the systems go 
live you need to do extensive testing across all of the components every time you change 
even so much as the firmware level on any part of the system.

The Problem

If something goes wrong then you need to deal with multiple 
vendors to get it fixed.
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Imagine if you could buy everything from a single vendor, but a vendor who had access to the best 
technology from other vendors, so there was no compromise.

Cisco, EMC and VMWare all had the same idea.

The Solution
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VCE combines Cisco’s UCS blade technology and networking with EMC’s storage and VMWare’s 
virtualisation technology. 

Everything you need for your critical functions, all in a single system and supported by a 
single vendor. Everything pre-integrated and pre-tested so its ready to deploy straight 
away.

The Solution

Any patches or firmware updates that are needed throughout the lifetime of the system 
are also complete pre-tested with all combinations of hardware.
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Product Range

Vblock Vxblock Vxrack

Highly scalable systems 
which represent the 
World’s most advanced 
converged infrastructure.

An extensible version of 
Vblock which can 
interoperate with other 
systems using VCE’s 
Vscale architecture.

The hyper-converged 
solution from VCE. Can be 
integrated with Vblock
and Vxblock via Vscale.
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VCE produce great enterprise technology but there is more to a successful implementation of any 
technology than just choosing the right product.

At 17 Ways we have extensive experience of implementing technology within a large scale 
organisation, including experience of implementing and running Vblock systems. We can 
help you to make the right choices throughout your implementation and help you to set 
up your processes and teams for success.

17 Ways

We are happy to share our experience with you as part of your purchase of VCE systems 
through us, or to provide a more hands-on implementation service if you require.



About 17 Ways

Hardware
17 Ways are a reseller of converged and commodity 
hardware solutions. We are working with a number 
of the leading international companies in this space. 
In addition to providing the best solutions for your 

business we can also provide integration and 
migration support and can advise on the 

organisational change required to get the most out 
of your infrastructure solutions. Alternatively, if you 
prefer, we can manage the entire system for you.

Software
17 Ways offer a full range of software development 

and maintenance services. With senior staff based in 
Sydney and access to a team of highly skilled 

programmers and testers, we can provide a high 
quality service to companies that need custom 

software development.

Advice
Technology is increasingly complex and business 

critical. Making the wrong technology decisions has 
far reaching consequences for any business. At 17 
Ways we have the experience to help you across a 
range of technical areas including infrastructure, 

applications, integration, operations, organisational 
structure and strategy. We can provide advice or 

implement part or all of the solution for you.

We are an Australian technology company providing hardware, software and advice to Australian businesses.
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